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Abstract
In this paper, we design a new smart software-defined radio access network architecture which is
flexible and traffic and density aware for the fifth generation (5G) of cellular wireless networks and
beyond. The proposed architecture, based on network parameters such as density of users and system
traffic, performs five important tasks namely, dynamic radio resource management (RRM), dynamic BS
type selection, dynamic functionality splitting, dynamic transmission technology selection, and dynamic
framing. In this regard, we first elaborate the structure of the proposed smart soft-RAN model and
explain the details of the proposed architecture and RRM algorithms. Next, as a case study, based on
the proposed architecture, we design a novel coordinated multi point beamforming technique to enhance
the throughput of a virtualized software defined-based 5G network utilizing the combination of power
domain non-orthogonal multiple access and multiple-input single-output downlink communication. In
doing so, we formulate an optimization problem with the aim of maximizing the total throughput
subject to minimum required data rate of each user and maximum transmit power constraint of each
mobile virtual network operator and each BS, and find jointly the non-orthogonal set, beamforming,
and subcarrier allocation. To solve the proposed optimization problem, based on the network density,
we design two centralized and semi-centralized algorithms. Specifically, for the ultra-dense scenario,
we use the centralized algorithm while the semi-centralized one is used for the high and moderate
density scenarios. Numerical results illustrate the performance and signaling overhead of the proposed
algorithms, e.g., taking computational limitations into account the number of supported users is increased
by more than 60%.
Index Terms– Software-defined radio access network, non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA),
coordinated multi point (CoMP).
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2I. INTRODUCTION
The way of evolution towards fifth generation (5G) has two main branches: evolution of
network architecture and evolution of communications technologies. The network should be
designed in such a way to be able to dynamically change its architecture and the communica-
tions technologies. In such a flexible architecture, huge amount of signaling and computational
resources would be needed to optimally manage the network resources. Even the optimal solution
would not be achievable and only a low complexity suboptimal solution could be attained.
A. Recent RAN Architectures
Recently, various RAN architectures have been developed from three main perspectives.
The first is a new air interface architecture by means of separating signaling and data to
have an efficient and flexible radio resource management (RRM) for capacity boosting and
energy saving. The second one is RAN mode selection with renovating it into massive BSs
with a centralized baseband processing. This perspective motivates us to embed the cloud-based
baseband processing pool with remote radio heads (RRHs) and BS functions virtualization. The
third one is separating the control plane from data plane in order to have an efficient centralized
RRM with a global view of the network. In this line, software-defined networking (SDN) has
been developed in which all network elements are under the control of a central scheduler.
In the context of signalling-data separation, the hyper-cellular architecture (HCA) [1] and the
“Phantom Cell” concept [2] are developed. In these architectures, the coverage of the network is
divided into two separated layers as control and traffic. Specifically, in HCA, all BSs are turned
into two different types as control base stations (CBSs) and traffic base stations (TBSs). CBSs are
responsible for control coverage which mainly provides the information broadcasting. Besides,
TBSs take care of data servicing to active users. In this architecture, TBSs can be switched
on/off to save energy. On the other hand, CBSs has responsible for globally optimizing the TBS
mode selection and RRM. Some research efforts in both the academia and industry study the
performance gains achieved by performing cloud computing technologies in RANs. In this area,
the wireless network cloud [3] and cloud-RAN (C-RAN) architectures are the most popular. The
concept of C-RAN, sometimes referred to as centralized-RAN, was first introduced by China
Mobile Research Institute in 2009 in Beijing, China [4], where multiple RRHs are distributed over
a geographical location and are centrally controlled by a pool of baseband processing units (BBU)
which are shared among cell sites [3], [5]. This architecture causes more reduction in the networks
3cost by lowering the energy consumption compared to the traditional architecture. However, the
full centralized manner of C-RAN entails more signaling between the RRHs and BBU pool and
imposes more pressure on the fronthaul connections which increases the latency and decreases
the throughput [6], [7]. In order to overcome the constrained fronthaul and backhaul capacities
in ultra-dense heterogeneous networks (HetNets) and C-RANs, a new architecture known as the
heterogeneous cloud radio access network (H-CRAN) is presented in [8], [9]. H-CRAN takes full
advantages of both the HetNets and C-RANs. In H-CRAN, low-power RRHs cooperate with each
other to achieve more gains of cooperation. In addition, the BBU pool is interfaced with high
power nodes (HPNs) to mitigate the cross-tier interference between RRHs and HPNs. HPNs are
also responsible to guarantee the backward compatibility and coverage while low power nodes
(LPNs) are mainly deployed to support the throughput [9]. In this system, a few functionalities are
configured in RRHs while most important functionalities are processed in the BBU pool and other
communication functionalities from the physical to network layers are left to HPNs [8], [9]. Fog-
RAN is another cloud-based architecture which extends the traditional cloud computing paradigm
to the edge of the network to overcome the disadvantages of C-RAN and H-CRAN such as high
round-trip-time of delay-sensitive applications in dense HetNets with confined channel capacities
[10]. In this system, the traditional RRHs in C-RANs evolved to the fog-computing-based access
point which is equipped with a collaboration radio signal processing, cooperative radio resource
management, and considerable caching and computing capabilities [10]. The emergence SDN
technology enables separation of the control plane from the data plane, centralized controlling
by means of connected switches and routers to all networks elements and software applications
programming interfaces to RANs. In this line, SoftRAN is a software defined (SD) centralized
control plane for RAN which abstracts all BSs in a virtual big BS consisting of a central controller
and radio elements (individual physical BSs) [6], [11]. Recently, some research works investigate
the integration of above trends in future RANs. Open-RAN is another software-defined RAN
architecture via virtualization which is firstly proposed in [12]. This architecture is a virtualized
programmable system which makes RAN more open, controllable, and flexible. CONCERT [13]
is another RAN architecture which converges the cloud computing and cellular systems based on
data-control decoupling. Moreover, the concept of software-defined fronthaul in SD-based cloud-
RANs is proposed in [14] and the combination of SoftRAN and the data-signaling separation is
proposed in [15]. SoftAir is a SD-based system proposed in [16] for 5G wireless networks. In
the SoftAir system, the control plane which is placed in the networks server is responsible for
4network management and optimization while the data plane consists of software-defined BSs in
RAN and software-defined switches in the core network. This architecture also takes the novel
ideas of cloud-based network function centralization and network function virtualization and
provides a scalable and flexible network management and mobility-aware traffic load balancing
[16]. Software-defined hyper-cellular architecture design is based on the integration of cloud
RAN, SDN, and air interface separation [17]. This system is divided into three subsystems
known as: 1) RRH network; 2) fronthaul network; 3) virtual BS cloud [17]. RRHs are merely
responsible for RF transmission/reception, or some baseband processing functions. They can
also be dynamically configured as control BS, traditional, or put into sleep mode based on the
network status and their capabilities. A novel architecture is proposed in [18] which is based on
the deep integration of software defined and virtualized RANs with fog computing which is a
good solution for real-time data services. The SDN controller can operate in three models as:
centralized, distributed, and hybrid models based on the network status. In order to deal with
the high latency of Soft-RAN systems, the hierarchical software-defined RAN is developed.
Against the virtualizing all BSs as a single centralized control BS in Soft-RAN, this architecture
has multiple clusters of BSs where in each cluster there is a virtual local controller which is
responsible for the located BSs in the cluster. In addition, BSs and the centralized controller in
each cluster are connected via the fronthaul links [19].
B. Communications Technologies
In addition to the RAN architecture, the transmission technologies used in RAN has important
effect on the efficient resource management. Various technologies such as non-orthogonal multi-
ple access (NOMA) [20], [21], CoMP, and (massive) multiple input multiple output (MIMO) are
proposed to address the existing challenges of 5G networks. NOMA techniques are introduced as
a promising candidate in which the same spectrum can be used by more than one user in a non-
orthogonal way. The non-orthogonal use of the frequency band introduces an extra interference
compared to the orthogonal multiple access (OMA) scheme; however, if the resulting interference
is controlled in an appropriate way, the penalty of non-orthogonal usage is reduced while there
would be an increase in spectral efficiency. Power domain NOMA (PD-NOMA) is introduced
as a multiple access technique for 5G of the cellular networks. In this technique, the transmitter
applies superposition coding (SC) meaning that the transmitted signal is superimposed of the
signals of users sharing that frequency bands. The users in the same band are sorted based
on some criteria (e.g. channel quality or receive SNR), and each user applies the successive
5interference cancellation (SIC) to the received signal to cancel the interference of worse users
while it treats the signals of better users as noise. Moreover, one of the main limitations of
cellular networks is the interference produced by reusing the same frequency band among users.
Therefore, advanced techniques are needed to mitigate this interference. One of the promising
schemes is multiple antenna transmission leading to massive MIMO systems whose advantage is
the use of spatial diversity and multiplexing. Note that in HetNets, there are many BSs each with
different capability which share the same spectrum. This implies that the transmission of each of
them affects the quality of the others, and the system is strongly coupled. To alleviate the effect of
interference, coordination among transmitting points is important. In this scheme, called CoMP,
multiple transmitters are coordinating to implement the distributed antenna systems. Sometimes,
the coordinating points construct a distributed antenna system. These transmitters could perform
beamforming to decrease the harmful effect of interference.
C. Related Literature
The architectural evolution goes towards more flexibility. The network should be able to
dynamically adopt the proper resource management strategies from centralized to the fully
distributed manners. The functions provided by the network could be available in a central
entity or some of them could be relegated to the BSs. Some BSs could be switched off for the
sake of energy conservation. In addition, the choice for the adopted transmission technology
could take into account the dynamics of the environment as well as the users density and their
traffic volume. In the following we review the recently published works in these areas.
1) Dynamic RRM: RAN Architectures: In SD cellular networks, multiple centralized RRM
algorithms are proposed based on the received global information of the networks [22], [23].
In [22], the authors propose a centralized RRM algorithm in multicell downlink orthogonal fre-
quency division multiple access (OFDMA) systems to maximize the throughput of the network.
They also jointly consider the carrier aggregation and coordinated multi point (CoMP) techniques
which can significantly improve the performance. Another algorithm is also proposed in [24]
to find both the user association and bandwidth allocation and cache refreshment strategies
in SD-based virtualized information centric network. The integration of the device-to-device
communication, SDN, and network function virtualization are investigated in [25]. In [26], an
information centric virulalization network in SDN is considered and the data delivery path is
established based on the effective capacity maximization. The optimal power allocation for
content caching in SDN wireless networks by considering the effective capacity as the objective
6is obtained in [23] and the effect of the delay-quality of service (QoS) on power allocation
and the gain from content caching are evaluated. Due to the various services developed for 5G
networks, a new RAN architecture is needed to be designed which is smart and flexible enough
to undergo necessary changes when are required. None of the presented RAN architectures have
enough flexibility and smartness to meet the 5G demands.
5G Technologies: Recently, several works are published with the aim of combining CoMP
with PD-NOMA in the downlink of wireless networks [27]–[31]. In [27], the authors utilize
Alamouti code to improve the cell-edge users throughput in the downlink of a CoMP-NOMA
cellular network consisting of two coordinated BSs where each cell has two users. In [27], each
cell performs SIC in which the cell-center users are assumed to be non-CoMP. The authors
in [28] investigate the design of an opportunistic CoMP-NOMA scheme to improve both the
users throughput and the outage probability. Specifically, they investigate the design of the joint
multi-cell power allocation algorithm. In [29], the authors propose a power allocation algorithm
to maximize the energy efficiency in downlink of CoMP-NOMA systems. In this work, the
network throughput is evaluated under three transmission schemes: 1) coordinated BSs transmit
signals to all users; 2) Coordinated BSs transmit signals only to the cell-edge users; 3) the
received signal at each user is transmitted by only one BS. In [30], a CoMP-NOMA system is
investigated in which each transmitter and receiver have multiple antennas. Furthermore, in [31],
a distributed power allocation is evaluated for the downlink of CoMP-NOMA cellular systems
with the view of spectral efficiency in which the power allocation is adapted independently
at each cell for the active users. The authors in [32] study the problem of precoding in the
downlink of a multiple input single output (MISO) system with the objective of maximizing the
sum rate while simultaneously satisfying the NOMA constraints. In [33], the authors propose
a single cell MIMO based system in which by applying the PD-NOMA technology, multiple
users can send their signals simultaneously with the objective of maximizing the system sum
rate. To solve the proposed problem, they used two methods, namely, 1) suboptimal solution
with low complexity, 2) optimal solution with high complexity. The authors of [34] study a
robust PD-NOMA scheme for the MISO system to maximize the worst case achievable sum rate
with a total transmit power constraint. In [35], the authors propose a user clustering and zero
forcing beamforming scheme for a downlink communication of single carrier PD-NOMA based
systems. The authors of [36] investigate a power allocation problem to maximize sum rate in a
MIMO based system considering the PD-NOMA technology. In [37], the authors study Massive
7MIMO technology in a PD-NOMA based system. The authors of [38] present a comparison
study between PD-NOMA and sparse code multiple access from the throughput and complexity
aspects. Dynamic RRM and user association based on the population density and traffic status of
the network is an efficient method to improve the system performance. Moreover, dynamic RRM
needs the network structure with high flexibility, and therefore, to implement it, the SD-based
networks should be exploited. None of the previous works use the SDN technology to manage
the radio resources based on the network density and traffic status of the network.
2) Dynamic BS Type Selection: In [39]–[41], the dynamic BS mode selection are studied.
In [39], the authors propose a dynamic BS sleeping scheme, where BSs dynamically are turned
into sleep mode based on the traffic status of the network, under a SD-based central controller.
The main purpose of the scheme is reducing the energy consumption of the network. Besides,
the authors of [40] propose a dynamic BS switching scheme in cellular wireless access networks
based on the received traffic profile to have an efficient energy saving scheme for reducing the
systems cost. In the proposed scheme, they believe that the utilization of all BSs can be very
inefficient during off-peak time. Moreover, some dynamic BS on/off switching strategies with the
aim of minimizing the energy consumption in wireless cellular networks is investigated in [41],
where the authors formulate a combinatorial optimization problem with a high computational
complexity and signaling overhead. Then, to reduce the computational complexity, they propose
a distributed manner and three heuristic algorithms with low signaling overheads. Although
the prior works can significantly improve the energy efficiency of the system, they neglect the
consideration of different BS type selection based on the network conditions. As discussed
above, in the BS type selection, each BS can be turned into CBS, data BS, traditional BS or
other existing types and also can be turned into the sleep mode, based on the network conditions.
3) Dynamic Framing: In 5G, wireless communications will be highly heterogeneous in some
aspects as service types, propagation environments, and device types. To tackle this heterogeneity
in physical layer, the network should be reconfigurable in frame design based on the diverse
service requirements and the degrees of freedom for control signaling elements [42]–[45]. In LTE
and other existing wireless communication systems, the multicarrier modulations are restricted to
a single predefined subcarrier spacing. Specifically, LTE applies 15 kHz subcarrier spacing with
1 ms transmission time interval (TTI) [42]–[45]. Although this short range subcarrier spacing
works well for LTEs propagation environment, it is very difficult to make it work in numerous
physical properties of 5G operating in very high frequency, e.g., millimeter wave (mmWave)
8[44], [45]. Besides, the frequency drift (like Doppler shift) happens in frequency operation [43],
[45]. For example, if a high frequency range, e.g., 26 GHz, is used, it is more than several tens
of KHz [45]. In addition, 5G is supporting velocities up to 500 Km/h which can not be handled
with LTE pilot density in time [43]. Accordingly, 5G needs different numerologies in the same
OFDM modulation with much larger subcarrier spacing than that of current LTE [42], [43].
D. Contributions
The contributions of this paper are twofold. First, we propose a new software-defined RAN
architecture which is traffic and density aware. The proposed RAN architecture is smart and
flexible enough to take the traffic and density of users in the network into consideration for
choosing the appropriate resource management approach which can improve the energy effi-
ciency and spectral efficiency with controllable complexity. Second, for our proposed SD-RAN
architecture, we consider the case of multi infrastructure providers (InPs) and multi virtual
network operators (MVNOs), and design a novel optimization problem with a novel CoMP-
NOMA model considering the MISO technology. The work presented in this paper is the first
stepping-stone towards several potential research directions.
1) The Proposed Smart Soft-RAN Architecture: We propose a flexible RAN architecture
which is smart and is able to make the necessary changes in response to the dynamics of the
network. The proposed Smart Soft-RAN architecture is able to perform the following five tasks:
• Dynamic RRM: This task is based on the network density and selects one of the three types
of RRM as, Software-Defined Centralized Resource Management (SD-CRM), Software-
Defined Semi-Centralized Resource Management (SD-SCRM), and Software-Defined Local
Resource Management (SD-LRM).
• Dynamic functionality splitting: It can be implemented in the cloud-based networks. With
this task, in order to balance the processing load of BSs and decrease delay, based on
the network situation and users’s demand, the functionality of the cloud can be abstracted
among BSs.
• Dynamic BS type selection: In this task, based on the network situation, each BS is
dynamically scheduled to turn into a certain mode of operation, such as control BS, RRH,
data BS, traditional BS or sleep mode.
• Dynamic technology selection: This task, based on the network conditions, selects the
appropriate access, fronthaul and backhaul technologies such as 1) multiple access type,
9e.g., OFDMA, PD-NOMA, sparse code multiple access (SCMA), 2) connectivity mode
e.g., dual connectivity or multi connectivity, 3) relay type e.g., decode and forward and
amplify and forward, 4) MIMO type, etc.
• Dynamic framing: In this task, based on the target service type, the predefined QoS,
users speeds, and the serving environment characteristics, flexible numerology with various
subcarrier spacing, TTI, etc is deployed. Via this method which is first introduced in Release
15 of the 5G standard, the spectrum and energy efficiency can be significantly improved and
the QoSs of new emerging 5G multi-service systems can be practically satisfied. Moreover,
this technology can be regarded as a key solution for rapid traffic variations, specifically in
dense deployments with a small number of users per-BS.
We provide the description of the proposed RAN and the functionality of each part. We provide
details on how the above tasks are performed by the proposed RAN in an integrated manner.
2) Resource Management in a CoMP-NOMA Based Network: After elaborating on the pro-
posed RAN architecture, we evaluate its performance for a communication network scenario.
In other words, as a case study in the context of the proposed RAN, we consider a cellular
multicarrier HetNet in which NOMA is used as the transmission technology and the BSs
coordinate with each other for interference management.
• We design a novel density-aware beamforming, subcarrier assignment, and user association
scheme for the downlink of the considered network which maximizes the system sum rate
with a constraint on the minimum requested rate of each MVNO and constraints on the
transmit power and subcarrier allocations. In such a system, based on the traffic and density
information of the network, centralized or semi-centralized resource allocation is adopted.
• We consider a virtualized case where the physical resources provided by several InPs are
divided into several virtual resources each of which could be used by one mobile MVNO.
• To improve the performance of the considered system, we utilize the CoMP technology
in a PD-NOMA based system with MISO communication. In the proposed system model
because of the PD-NOMA technique there are various challenges in modeling the CoMP
technology such as CoMP set, SIC ordering of PD-NOMA, and user association. To tackle
these challenges, we design a new CoMP model in the PD-NOMA based systems.
• To solve the proposed optimization problem, based on the network density we propose two
solution algorithms as centralized and semi centralized methods. In the proposed solutions
the functionality of each elements of networks are determined and investigated. Moreover,
10
the signaling overhead of each solution is investigated.
We note that in the case study section, from the mentioned five tasks where the proposed
smart soft-RAN is able to perform, we focus on the dynamic RRM task and leave the study of
other tasks as future works.
II. DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED Smart Soft-RAN
With the advent of the new RAN architectures and emerging transmission technologies,
resource management become more challenging. Selecting appropriate RAN architecture to
response the time variant density and traffic volume of the network can be a major and crucial
question. We may need a new RAN architecture which is flexible, traffic, and density aware.
The architecture and the role of the network nodes as well as their capabilities should evolve in
response to change in traffic and user density of the network. In Fig. 1, an example of the main
structure of the proposed RAN architecture is shown. The physical radio access infrastructure,
denoted by radio access, is provided by several infrastructure providers. Note that these physical
infrastructures, which are mainly the BSs and their backbone connection, are the connecting
points of wireless users to the network. As shown in Fig. 1, in our proposed model, there are
several types of BSs in the network which provide signalling and data coverage from the users,
a pool of BBUs providing centralized base band processing, SDN controller which controls the
network operation by properly programming the network elements’ functionalities, hypervisors
which are responsible for virtualization of the networks, and applications running on top of
the network. For fully centralized case, all the base band processing is performed in the BBU
pool and the BS is called RRH. However, some functions of BBU could be shifted to the BSs
resulting in the so-called remote radio systems (RRSs). Note that in the figure, we have RRS1
and RRS2 which means these BSs have different functionalities. Depending on the amount of
the functionality in BSs, their abilities and roles could be different. It is the role of the SDN
controller, which separates the data and control plane, to change the capabilities of the network’s
elements and make the network programmable. Indeed, it is the SDN controller’s responsibility to
program the BSs and change their functionalities. On the other hand, a hypervisor is responsible
to virtualize the network into several virtual networks each of which is allocated to one virtual
network provider. Note that both the forwarding infrastructure, i.e., BSs, and processing and
control infrastructures, BBUs and SDN controller, could be virtualized as shown in Fig. 1. The
BSs abilities could change from just performing radio transmission in ultra dense scenarios
(BBU pool is responsible for base band processing) and providing data forwarding to perform
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Fig. 1: The main structure of the proposed smart soft-RAN model.
base band processing and control coverage (low density situations). Since a BS is virtualized to
several virtual BSs, each virtual BS could have different properties. Note that, the BS’s ability
could change over time or even it could be turned off. This smart way of the network changing
the network architecture and functionalities could be under the control of the SDN directly or
as an outcome of the resource allocation problem. In the proposed traffic/density-aware smart
SofRAN architecture, the SDN controller is responsible for network RAN architecture selection
as well as the RRM type decision. In other words, the SDN controller firstly takes the traffic
load status of the network and density of users. Then, it decides on the RAN architecture, i.e.,
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Fig. 2: The process of joint network RAN architecture and RRM type selection.
low density, moderate density, high density, and ultra density architectures, based on the several
properties such as the signalling load between BSs and cloud, constrained capacity of fronthaul
links, and the delay of queuing and SDN controller. Besides, it also makes a decision which
RRM type, i.e., centralized, semi-centralized, or distributed, should be applied based on their
performance, computational complexities, and the selected RAN architecture type. The SDN
controller considers the criteria and applies a pre-processing on the input parameters, and based
on the obtained results, selects an appropriate RAN architecture and RRM type. The process of
joint network RAN architecture and RRM type selection by the SDN controller is also illustrated
in Fig. 2. Note that, the network is dynamic, i.e., that the user density as well as the traffic across
the network is different and could change over the time. This means that the resource management
should be dynamic in the sense that based on the network conditions, the resource management
should change the RAN architecture and the transmission technology; it should perform the
required changes as fast as possible which requires to be of low complexity. It should be flexible
enough to incorporate changes resulting from new technologies or new management policies
with less amount of hardware change. These requirements lead to a programmable architecture
where the network operations are software defined. The proposed Smart Soft-RAN is able to
adopt three types of resource management based on the network status:
• SD-CRM: In the SD-CRM, BBU pool is responsible for baseband processing while RRH
is responsible for RF functions. Some other BSs are also responsible for providing control
coverage. Power and subcarrier allocation, user associations, adopted transmission, access
technologies, virtualization, and slicing are performed centrally in a central controller. SD-
CRM is more suitable for the case where the users density and traffic volume is high
(ultra dense scenarios). This is because, when the number of users increases, the processing
load of RRHs increases, too. Hence, more bandwidth and power should be considered for
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control signals. On the other hand, satisfying the QoS at end-users is more critical for the
operators, because of the confined radio resources, which lead them to use more efficient
resource management algorithms. Generally, centralized resource management approaches
have more gains, compared to semi-centralized or distributed ones. To this end, to save more
bandwidth and power resources for transmission data in ultra-dense scenarios, we use SD-
CRM algorithms. Note that SD-CRM algorithms inherently increase the signalling overhead
and the computational complexity in the network, specifically in ultra-dense scenarios. But,
in the proposed Smart Soft-RAN architecture, by utilizing the software defined approach
and powerful processors at BBU pool, we have a fast and efficient resource management.
• SD-SCRM: Here, we move away from centralized architecture by letting the BS perform
some base band processing. For example, BSs choose the set of connected users and perform
power and subcarrier allocation. However, proper transmission technology as well as the
access technology could be determined in a centralized manner. SD-SCRM algorithms are
more suitable for high and moderate density scenarios, where the density of users and
their corresponding traffic status are sufficiently decreases, compared to the ultra-dense
scenario. In these situations, with decreasing the scale of the network, the difference between
centralized and semi-centralized resource management algorithms is decreased. Since RRHs
are responsible for resource management and certain other functionalities, the processing
load of RRHs increases. RRHs have much smaller processing capacities than the BBU
pool. Hence, the computational complexity is a more important factor when choosing an
efficient algorithm compared to the performance, generally, which leads us to use SD-SCRM
algorithms which have lower computational complexity, compared to SD-CRM approaches.
• SD-LRM: In this type of resource management, BSs with traditional architecture are re-
sponsible for both the control and traffic signals and all the base band processing and RF
functions are performed in the BS. In this case, BSs perform the task of resource allocation
and management locally based on the available local information in a distributed manner.
We note that each of the above mentioned resource management schemes could be adopted
for a part of the network in a dynamic manner. In contrast to the traditional RANs with a
fixed subcarrier spacing, our proposed Smart Soft-RAN supports new radio (NR) technology
with dynamic subcarrier spacing and TTI tuning in which the spectrum and time slot dura-
tion management, inter-cell interference modeling, synchronization, multiple access schemes,
14
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Fig. 3: Scheduled subcarrier spacing and TTI at each user with inter-cell interferences.
and the resource management format have considerable fundamental changes. Specifically, for
the spectrum and time slot duration management perspective, Smart Soft-RAN has a flexible
subcarrier spacing based on the corresponding frequency range and wireless bandwidth. In this
case, the network schedular is able to choose the appropriate subcarrier bandwidth based on the
target service type and users’ velocity. The inter-cell interferences should be modeled carefully
such that tackles the overlapping of different time slot durations and subcarrier bandwidths
in multi-cell scenarios. To be more specific, we show an exemplary system with 2 cells each
of which consists of 4 users, where each user is scheduled based on specific subcarrier band
and TTI duration in Fig. 3. As shown in Fig. 3, users in the same frequency range and time
interfere with each other. For example, user 1 in cell A interferes with users 1 and 2 in cell
B in TTI [0 t1] over frequency bands [f3 f4] and [f2 f3], respectively. This situation which
is named as partial overlapping needs an exact interference modeling, due to heterogeneity of
subcarrier bandwidths and TTIs. Moreover, user 4 in cell B only interferes with user 4 in cell
A in all the assigned frequency bands and TTIs, since both of them are scheduled in the same
frequency band and TTI. This situation is also named as full overlapping. On the other hand, the
network synchronization needs more signalling, since new subcarrier bandwidth allocation and
subcarrier type selection variables are added in the system. Besides, some fundamental changes
are needed to be imposed to apply multiple access schemes, such as pattern division multiple
access (PDMA) and SCMA technologies. In PDMA and SCMA, both the codebook designing
and detection algorithms should be configured based on the various subcarrier bandwidths and
TTIs, specifically in the partial overlapping scheme. The fundamental changes, which should be
applied in resource allocation perspective due to performing the dynamic framing technology,
are presented in Table I.
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TABLE I: Challenges of Smart Soft-RAN with dynamic framing
Items Characteristics
Spectrum and time slot duration
management
• Smart Soft-RAN: Flexible Subcarrier Spacing (15 KHz, 30 KHz, 60 KHz, 120 KHz and 240 KHz)
• Traditional RANs: Fixed Subcarrier Spacing (15 KHz)
Inter-cell interference modeling
• Smart Soft-RAN: Dynamic mapping (partial overlapping) full inter-slot interference
• Traditional RANs: Fixed mapping (full overlapping)
Synchronization In Smart Soft-RAN, due to the new subcarrier bandwidth allocation and subcarrier type selection variables there are more signaling.
Multiple access schemes In Smart Soft-RAN, PDMA and SCMA techniques from the aspects of codebook design and detection algorithm has more challenges.
Resource management format Smart Soft-RAN has more assignment variables (e.g. subcarrier parameter indicator) and new constraints (e.g. format selection) with respect
to traditional RANs.
III. CASE STUDY: VIRTUALIZED COMP-NOMA BASED HETNETS
In this section, we present a case study of the proposed Smart SofRAN architecture with the
aim of designing joint RRM and user association algorithms in a CoMP-NOMA based HetNet.
A. Network Model
We consider a scenario with multiple InPs and multiple MVNOs with the users of each MVNO
spreading over the total coverage area of the network. We assume that each InP network consists
of a set of base stations in which the reuse factor is more than one, and InPs do not interfere with
each other. We assume that all the transmitters are equipped with multiple antennas, i.e., MT
antennas, while the receivers are simply single antenna systems. We denote the set of InPs by
i ∈ I = {1, · · · , I}, the set of MVNOs by v ∈ V = {1, · · · , V }, and the set of BSs of InP i by
bi ∈ Bi = {0, · · · , Bi}. The set of all users in the network is denoted by K = {1, · · · , K} which
is the union of the sets of users of all the MVNOs, i.e., K = ∪v∈VKv. By utilizing the PD-NOMA
technique, we assume that the total bandwidth of each InP network, which is non overlapping
with other InP networks, i.e., BWi, is divided into Ni subcarriers of equal bandwidth each of
whose bandwidth is less than the coherence bandwidth of the network channel. We denote the
channel gain from transmitter bi to receiver k over the subcarrier ni by hbi,ni,k ∈ CMT×1 where C
is the complex field, and the beam vector assigned by transmitter bi to receiver k over subcarrier
ni by wbi,ni,k ∈ CMT×1. We define an indicator variable ρbi,ni,k ∈ {0, 1} with ρbi,ni,k = 1 if user
k is scheduled to receive information from transmitter bi over subcarrier ni, and ρbi,ni,k = 0 if it
is not scheduled to receive from transmitter bi over subcarrier ni. Assume that the information
symbol sbi,ni,k is decided to be transmitted to user k from BS bi over subcarrier ni. We suppose
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Fig. 4: Left: A typical CoMP-NOMA based system consisting of 3 BSs and 3 users. The information signal
transmission links from BSs to users are represented by black arrows. Right: A typical CoMP-NOMA based
interference system when user 1 selects BS 1.
that each user is assigned to at most one InP, and in each cell, each subcarrier can be assigned
to at most LT users, which are, respectively, given by the following constraints:
ρbi,ni,k + ρbj ,nj ,k ≤ 1,∀k ∈ K, i, j ∈ I, i 6= j, bi ∈ Bi, bj ∈ Bj, ni ∈ Ni, nj ∈ Nj. (1)∑
k∈K
ρbi,ni,k ≤ LT,∀i ∈ I, bi ∈ Bi, ni ∈ Ni. (2)
B. Signal Model and Achievable Data Rates
In the following, we describe the principles of the considered CoMP-NOMA model in HetNets.
We first illustrate the model using a simple example which is shown in Fig. 4-Left. As shown,
we assume that there are 3 BSs in InP i which has Ni subcarriers and 3 users, i.e., user 1, user
2, and user 3, are connected to these three BSs in InP i in such a way that is shown in Fig.
4-Left. Note that user 1 is connected to BSs 1 and 2 which means that these BSs construct
the set of BSs which perform CoMP for user 1. User 2 is connected to BSs 1, 2, and 3. In
addition, user 3 is connected to BSs 2 and 3. BS 1 only sends the signal of user 1, BS 2 sends
the signals of user 1, 2, and 3. And BS 3 sends the signals of user 2 and 3. For the NOMA
transmission, the SIC ordering should be determined. Note that BSs could send the information
of different users over the same subcarrier and different users could be connected to different
BSs for CoMP. In a real network with many users and BSs, it is difficult to find the NOMA
set due to complicated coupling of users and BSs. Note that by the NOMA set, we mean that
users in the set are ordered based on a specific SIC ordering to decode the other users’ signals,
and hence the signal of other users, even if transmitted from the same BSs, is considered as
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noise. A simple way is to consider all the users as the NOMA set which is prohibitive in a
real scenario. To overcome this difficulty, we define the SINRs of a user from the view point of
each connected BSs and define the set of NOMA users for this case. For example, as shown in
Fig. 4-Right, we assume that user 1 is connected to BS 1. In our model, if we consider user 1,
connected to BS 1, all other users’ signals should be considered as interference. The received
SINR for user 1 from the viewpoint of BS 1 on subcarrier ni is given by
γ1i,ni,1 =
ρ1i,ni,1 | hH1i,ni,1w1i,ni,1 |2 +ρ2i,ni,1 | hH2i,ni,1w2i,ni,1 |2
I1i,ni,1 +N0
, (3)
where N0 is the noise power and I1i,ni,1 = ρ2i,ni,2 | hH2i,ni,1w2i,ni,2 |2 +ρ3i,ni,2 | hH3i,ni,1w3i,ni,2 |2
+ρ2i,ni,3 | hH2i,ni,1w2i,ni,3 |2 +ρ3i,ni,3 | hH3i,ni,1w3i,ni,3 |2 . is the received interference at user 1 from
the viewpoint of BS 1 on subcarrier ni. Now, consider user 2 which is connected to BSs 2 and 3.
If we consider BS 2, since all users are connected to this BS, the NOMA set constraints all the
three users. In this case, user 2 could be able to decode and cancel the other users’ signals based
on the SIC ordering. For example, the SIC ordering of the form 3→ 2→ 1 means that user 2
is able to decode and cancel user 1 signal and user 3 is able to decode and cancel users 1 and 2
signals. We may have several options for the SIC ordering. One option is to order the users based
only on the channel gains of users in BS 2. In this case, if ‖h2i,ni,1‖2 ≥ ‖h2i,ni,2‖2 ≥ ‖h2i,ni,3‖2,
then 1 → 2 → 3. Another option is the average channel gain of users from BSs to which the
users are connected. In this case, if h¯ni,1 ≥ h¯ni,2 ≥ h¯ni,3 where h¯ni,1 = 12(‖h1i,ni,1‖2+‖h2i,ni,1‖2),
then 1→ 2→ 3. Another option is to consider the average gain of all channels between a user
and BSs. In this case, we have h¯ni,1 =
1
3
(‖h1i,ni,1‖2 + ‖h2i,ni,1‖2 + ‖h3i,ni,1‖2) although BS 3
is not transmitting anything to user 1. Now consider the first option and the corresponding SIC
ordering. The SINR of user 2 from the viewpoint of BS 2 is given by
γ2i,ni,2 =
ρ2i,ni,2 | hH2i,ni,2w2i,ni,2 |2 +ρ3i,ni,2 | hH3i,ni,2w3i,ni,2 |2
I2i,ni,2 +N0
, (4)
where I2i,ni,2 = ρ1i,ni,1 | hH1i,ni,2w1i,ni,1 |2 +ρ2i,ni,1 | hH2i,ni,2w2i,ni,1 |2 . Note that there is no
interference from user 3 as we assumed that user 2 is able to decode and cancel its interference.
Fig. 5 shows the considered scenario. For user 2, we can write the SINR from the viewpoint of
BS 3. Note that only users 2 and 3 are connected to BS 3, and hence the NOMA set consists of
users 2 and 3. In this case, the signal of user 1 is considered as interference. Assuming option
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Fig. 5: A typical CoMP-NOMA based interference system. Left: when user 2 selects BS 2, Right: when user 2
selects BS 3.
one as previous with ‖h3i,ni,3‖2 ≥ ‖h3i,ni,2‖2 which implies the SIC ordering 3→ 2, the SINR
of user 2 from the viewpoint of BS 3 is given by
γ3i,ni,2 =
ρ2i,ni,2 | hH2i,ni,2w2i,ni,2 |2 +ρ3i,ni,2 | hH3i,ni,2w3i,ni,2 |2
I3i,ni,2 +N0
, (5)
where I3i,ni,2 = ρ1i,ni,1 | hH1i,ni,2w1i,ni,1 |2 +ρ2i,ni,1 | hH2i,ni,2w2i,ni,1 |2 +ρ2i,ni,3‖hH2i,ni,2w2i,ni,3‖2 +
ρ3i,ni,3 | hH3i,ni,2w3i,ni,3 |2 . Note that the interference from user 3 is NOMA interference while
the interference from user 1 is inter-cell interference. Hence, we can say that the interference
experienced by a user can be divided into two terms; The term INOMA comes from the PD-
NOMA technique which is the interference from users with higher order in SIC ordering. The
term I Inter is the interference from all other users. This scenario is also illustrated in Fig. 5. In this
system, the user’s connections to BSs, i.e., the CoMP set for users, are assumed to be fixed and
known. However, in general, it is an optimization problem and the resulting resource allocation
has to determine this connectivity. To mathematically state the proposed CoMP-NOMA model
in general case, we need to determine the SINR of users. For the general case, we write the
SINR of user k from BS bi over the subcarrier ni as follows:
γbi,ni,k =
∑
b′i∈Bi ρb
′
i,ni,k
| hHb′i,ni,kwb′i,ni,k |2
INOMAbi,ni,k + I
Inter
bi,ni,k
+N0
, (6)
where INOMAbi,ni,k =
∑
k′∈K,
k′>k
∑
b′i∈Bi ρbi,ni,kρbi,ni,k′ρb
′
i,ni,k
′ | hHb′i,ni,kwb′i,ni,k′ |2, and
I Interbi,ni,k =
∑
k′∈K,
k′ 6=k
∑
b′i∈Bi
ρbi,ni,k(1− ρbi,ni,k′)ρb′i,ni,k′ | hHb′i,ni,kwb′i,ni,k′ |
2, (7)
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where k′ > k means that user k′ is of higher order than user k in SIC ordering based on the
following condition which is discussed above as the third option as k′(ni) > k(ni)⇐⇒ h¯ni,k′ ≥
h¯ni,k, where h¯ni,k =
1
Bi
∑
b′i∈Bi ‖hb′i,ni,k‖
2. As we know, we have to consider a specific SINR for
each user on each subcarrier which leads us to select only one viewpoint for each user on each
subcarrier. To overcome the mentioned challenge, we introduce a new binary non-orthogonal set
(NOS) selection optimization variable denoted by xbi,ni,k ∈ {0, 1}, where if user k at subcarrier
ni is on the viewpoint of BS bi, xbi,ni,k = 1, and otherwise, xbi,ni,k = 0. The data rate of user k
at subcarrier ni on the viewpoint of BS bi is thus given by rbi,ni,k = log2(1 + γbi,ni,k).
C. Problem Formulation
Here, we aim to design a joint the subcarrier allocation, NOS selection and beamforming
strategy to maximize the sum data rate of users. We propose an optimization problem to
find the binary subcarrier assignment and NOS selection variables, and beamforming method,
simultaneously, as follows:
max
W,ρ,X
∑
i∈I
∑
bi∈Bi
∑
ni∈Ni
∑
k∈K
xbi,ni,krbi,ni,k (8a)
s.t. :
∑
ni∈Ni
∑
k∈K
ρbi,ni,k‖wbi,ni,k‖2 ≤ P bimax, ∀i, bi ∈ Bi, (8b)∑
i∈I
∑
bi∈Bi
∑
ni∈Ni
∑
k∈Kv
ρbi,ni,k‖wbi,ni,k‖2 ≤ P vmax, ∀v ∈ V , (8c)∑
i∈I
∑
bi∈Bi
∑
ni∈Ni
xbi,ni,krbi,ni,k ≥ Rvmin, ∀v, k ∈ Kv, (8d)
ρbi,ni,k | hHbi,ni,kwbi,ni,k |2≥ ρbi,ni,kρbi,ni,k′ | hHbi,ni,kwbi,ni,k′ |2,∀i ∈ I, bi ∈ Bi, ni ∈ Ni,
k, k′ ∈ K, k′(bi) > k(bi), (8e)
ρbi,ni,kγbi,ni,k(k
′) ≥ ρbi,ni,kρbi,ni,k′γbi,ni,k′(k′), ∀i ∈ I, bi ∈ Bi, k, k′ ∈ K, k(bi) > k′(bi),
ni ∈ Ni, (8f)
xbi,ni,k ≤ ρbi,ni,k,∀k ∈ K, ni ∈ Ni, bi ∈ Bi, i ∈ I, (8g)
ρbi,ni,k, xbi,ni,k ∈
{
0, 1
}
,∀i ∈ I, bi ∈ Bi, ni ∈ Ni,∀k ∈ K, (8h)∑
bi∈Bi
xbi,ni,k ≤ 1,∀i ∈ I, ni ∈ Ni, ∀k ∈ K, (8i)
(1), (2),
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where W = [wbi,ni,k],∀i, bi, ni, k, ρ = [ρbi,ni,k],∀i, bi, ni, k, X = [xbi,ni,k],∀i, bi, ni, k, (8b) shows
the total available transmit power at each BS, (8c) indicates the total available transmit power for
each MVNO, (8d) represents the minimum rate requirement for each MVNO, (8e) demonstrates
the PD-NOMA constraint, (8f) shows the SIC ordering constraint, and (8i) represents the NOS
selection limitation in each InP, at each user and for each subcarrier.
IV. SOLUTION METHODS BASED ON NETWORK DENSITY
The proposed optimization problem is a nonlinear program incorporating both integer and con-
tinuous variables. Moreover, due to the non-concavity of the objective function and constraints, it
is not convex, and hence, the available convex optimization methods cannot be used directly. To
solve the proposed optimization problem, two methods namely, I) centralized resource allocation
and II) semi-centralized resource allocation algorithms are exploited. In the centralized approach,
all the decisions to find appropriate resource allocation are organized at the SDN controller. In
the semi-centralized method, each of BSs takes part in finding resource allocation method.
1) Centralized Resource Allocation Algorithm: Here, we propose a centralized RRM al-
gorithm to solve (8). In centralized RRM, channel state information (CSI) of all users are
transformed to BBU, and after solving the optimization problem, final results are transmitted to
BSs. In the proposed algorithm, we first relax the combinatorial constraints in (8h) by relaxing
variables ρbi,ni,k and xbi,ni,k to have a real value between 0 and 1. With this relaxation ρbi,ni,k
indicates a time sharing factor which is interpreted as the portion of time that subcarrier ni is
assigned to a user k for a specific transmission frame, and xbi,ni,k shows a time sharing which
is interpreted as the portion of time that user k at subcarrier ni is on the viewpoint of BS bi
[46], [47]. We solve the relaxed form of (8) using the monotonic programming approach with
poly block algorithm [48]. Note that all of the processes of driving appropriate beamforming,
subcarrier allocation and NOS set selection are done at a central controller in the BBU pool.
Theorem 1. (8) can be transformed into the canonical form of a monotonic optimization problem.
Proof. Constraint (8d) can be replaced by a single constraint as follows: minv∈V [Q+v −Q−v ] ≥
Rvmin, ∀v, k ∈ Kv, in which
Q+v =
∑
i∈I
∑
bi∈Bi
∑
ni∈Ni
xbi,ni,k log2
1 + INOMAbi,ni,k + I Interbi,ni,k +N0 + ∑
b′i∈Bi
ρb′i,ni,k | hHb′i,ni,kwb′i,ni,k |
2
 ,
(9)
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Q−v =
∑
i∈I
∑
bi∈Bi
∑
ni∈Ni
xbi,ni,k log2
(
1 + INOMAbi,ni,k + I
Inter
bi,ni,k
+N0
)
. (10)
Hence, we have minv∈V
[
Q+v +
∑
v′∈V/{v}
Q−v′
]
− ∑
v′∈V
Q−v′ ≥ Rmin, ∀v, k ∈ Kv. By defining Qˆ+ =
minv∈V
[
Q+v +
∑
v′∈V/{v}
Q−v′
]
, and Qˆ− =
∑
v′∈V
Q−v′−Rmin, (8d) is transformed into Qˆ+ + Qˆ− ≥ 0.
Subsequently, by introducing the auxiliary variables S1, (8d) is transformed into the following
inequalities:
Qˆ+ + S1 > Qˆ
− (Wmask,ρmask,Xmask) , (11)
Qˆ− + S1 < Qˆ−
(
Wmask,ρmask,Xmask
)
, (12)
0 ≤ S0 ≤ Qˆ−
(
Wmask,ρmask,Xmask
)− Qˆ− (0, 0, 0) , (13)
where Wmask, ρmask, and Xmask are the maximum thresholds of W, ρ, and X, respectively.
For constraint (8e), we let T−i,bi,ni,k,k′ = −ρbi,ni,k | hHbi,ni,kwbi,ni,k |2, T+i,bi,ni,k,k′ = ρbi,ni,kρbi,ni,k′ |
hHbi,ni,kwbi,ni,k′ |2 . Then by introducing the auxiliary variables S2 = [S2i,bi,ni,k,k′ ], (8e) is trans-
formed into the following inequalities:
T+i,bi,ni,k,k′ + S
2
i,bi,ni,k,k′ ≤ T+i,bi,ni,k,k′
(
Wmask,ρmask
)
, (14)
T−i,bi,ni,k,k′ + S
2
i,bi,ni,k,k′ ≥ T+i,bi,ni,k,k′
(
Wmask,ρmask
)
, (15)
0 ≤ S2i,bi,ni,k,k′ ≤ T+i,bi,ni,k,k′
(
Wmask,ρmask
)− T+i,bi,ni,k,k′ (0, 0) . (16)
For constraint (8f), after simplifying it, we let
T˜+i,bi,ni,k,k′ = ρbi,ni,kρbi,ni,k′
∑
b′i∈Bi
ρb′i,ni,k′ | hHb′i,ni,k′wb′i,ni,k′ |
2
(INOMAbi,ni,k + I Interbi,ni,k +N0) , (17)
T˜−i,bi,ni,k,k′ = ρbi,ni,k
∑
b′i∈Bi
ρb′i,ni,k | hHb′i,ni,kwb′i,ni,k′ |
2
(INOMAbi,ni,k′ + I Interbi,ni,k′ +N0) . (18)
Hence, (8f) is transformed into T˜+i,bi,ni,k,k′ − T˜−i,bi,ni,k,k′ ≤ 0,∀i ∈ I, bi ∈ Bi, k, k′ ∈ K, k(bi) >
k′(bi). With the same way applied to constraint (8e), by introducing the auxiliary variables S3,
constraint (8f) is transformed into the following inequalities:
T˜+i,bi,ni,k,k′ + S
3
i,bi,ni,k,k′ ≤ T˜+i,bi,ni,k,k′
(
Wmask,ρmask,Xmask
)
, (19)
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T˜−i,bi,ni,k,k′ + S
3
i,bi,ni,k,k′ ≥ T˜+i,bi,ni,k,k′
(
Wmask,ρmask,Xmask
)
, (20)
0 ≤ S3i,bi,ni,k,k′ ≤ T˜+i,bi,ni,k,k′
(
Wmask,ρmask,Xmask
)− T˜+i,bi,ni,k,k′ (0, 0, 0) . (21)
In order to transform the objective function to monotonic form at first, we define Q˜+ and Q˜−
as
Q˜+ =
∑
i∈I
∑
bi∈Bi
∑
ni∈Ni
∑
k∈K
xbi,ni,k log2
(
1 + INOMAbi,ni,k + I
Inter
bi,ni,k
+N0+
∑
b′i∈Bi
ρb′i,ni,k | hHb′i,ni,kwb′i,ni,k |
2
)
, (22)
Q˜− =
∑
i∈I
∑
bi∈Bi
∑
ni∈Ni
∑
k∈K
xbi,ni,k log2
(
1 + INOMAbi,ni,k + I
Inter
bi,ni,k
+N0
)
, (23)
then, by introducing the auxiliary variables S0, the objective function (8a) is transformed into
the following form:
max
W,ρ,X,S0,S1,S2,S3
Q˜+ + S0 (24)
Q˜− + S0 ≤ Q˜−
(
Wmask,ρmask,Xmask
)
, (25)
0 ≤ S0 ≤ Q˜−
(
Wmask,ρmask,Xmask
)− Q˜− (0, 0, 0) . (26)
Finally, the equivalent form of (8) in the canonical form of monotonic optimization is expressed
as follows [49], [50]:
max
W,ρ,X,S0,S1,S2,S3
Q˜+ + S0 (27a)
s.t. : (1), (2), (8b), (8c), (8g), (8i), (11)-(16), (19)-(21), (25), (26).
The feasible set of problem (27), can be described as the intersection of the following two
sets:
NS = {(S0, S1,S2,S3,W,ρ,X) : W ≤Wmask,ρ ≤ ρmask,X ≤ Xmask, (12), (14), (19), (25)} ,
(28)
CNS = {(S0, S1,S2,S3,W,ρ,X) : W ≥ 0,ρ > 0,X > 0, (11), (15), (20)} , (29)
where NS is normal and CNS is co-normal.
To solve the monotonic optimization problem the poly block algorithm is utilized [48].
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2) Semi-Centralized Resource Allocation Algorithm: In this method, to solve the proposed
optimization problem, an iterative algorithm is exploited in which each iteration decouples the
main optimization problem into two sub-problems, namely, I) beamforming, and II) joint NOS
selection and subcarrier allocation. To solve the beamforming problem in each iteration, the
SCA approach with the dual method is used. Meanwhile, to solve the joint NOS selection
and subcarrier allocation problem, at first, the time sharing method is exploited, then the SCA
approach with the dual method is utilized. In the following, first, the beamforming, NOS
selection, and subcarrier allocation are described, then the semi-centralized method is presented.
• Beamforming: To obtain beamforming vectors, we solve the following problem:
max
W
∑
i∈I
∑
bi∈Bi
∑
ni∈Ni
∑
k∈K
xbi,ni,krbi,ni,k, s.t.(8b)− (8f). (30)
By introducing a new variable as t = [tbi,ni,k],∀i, bi, ni, k, the optimization problem (30)
can be transformed into the equivalent form as:
max
W,t
∑
i∈I
∑
bi∈Bi
∑
ni∈Ni
∑
k∈K
xbi,ni,k log2 tbi,ni,k (31a)
s.t. : (8b)-(8f),
γbi,ni,k ≥ tbi,ni,k − 1,∀i ∈ I, bi ∈ Bi, k ∈ K, ni ∈ Ni. (31b)
We can show that (31) can be transformed into the following form
max
W,t,$
∑
i∈I
∑
bi∈Bi
∑
ni∈Ni
∑
k∈K
xbi,ni,k log2 tbi,ni,k (32a)
s.t. : (8b)-(8f),∑
b′i∈Bi
ρb′i,ni,k | hHb′i,ni,kwb′i,ni,k |
2≥ $bi,ni,ktbi,ni,k −$bi,ni,k,∀i ∈ I, bi ∈ Bi, k ∈ K,
ni ∈ Ni, (32b)
INOMAbi,ni,k + I
Inter
bi,ni,k
+N0 ≤ $bi,ni,k,∀i ∈ I, bi ∈ Bi, k ∈ K, ni ∈ Ni. (32c)
Du to the constraint (32b) and and constraint (8f) the presented optimization problem in
(32) is non-convex. By using the first order Taylor approximation we approximate it by a
convex one. In iteration q the non-convex term in the left side of the constraint (32b),
is written by | hHbi,ni,kwbi,ni,k |2= ‖θbi,ni,k‖2 = (θRlbi,ni,k)2 + (θImbi,ni,k)2, where θRlbi,ni,k =
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Real(hHbi,ni,kwbi,ni,k), θ
Im
bi,ni,k
= Image(hHbi,ni,kwbi,ni,k). Then, we use a linear approxima-
tion of ‖θbi,ni,k‖2 as follows: ‖θbi,ni,k‖2 ' ‖θq−1bi,ni,k‖2 + 2(θq−1bi,ni,k)T(θbi,ni,k− θq−1bi,ni,k). Now, to
deal with the bilinear product on the right side of (32b), we rewrite $bi,ni,ktbi,ni,k as follows
$bi,ni,ktbi,ni,k =
1
4
[
($bi,ni,k + tbi,ni,k)
2 − ($bi,ni,k − tbi,ni,k)2
]
. (33)
The first term of (33) is convex, consequentially, the first order Taylor approximation is
applied to the second term as follows
$bi,ni,ktbi,ni,k '
1
4
($bi,ni,k + tbi,ni,k)
2 − 1
4
[
($q−1bi,ni,k − tq−1bi,ni,k)2 + 2($q−1bi,ni,k (34)
− tcbi,ni,k)($bi,ni,k −$q−1bi,ni,k − tbi,ni,k + tq−1bi,ni,k),
Finally, constraint (32b) is written by
∑
b′i∈Bi
ρb′i,ni,k
(
‖θq−1bi,ni,k‖2 + 2(θq−1bi,ni,k)T(θbi,ni,k − θq−1bi,ni,k)
)
≥
1
4
($bi,ni,k + tbi,ni,k)
2 −$bi,ni,k −
1
4
[
($q−1bi,ni,k − tq−1bi,ni,k)2 + 2($cbi,ni,k
− tq−1bi,ni,k)($bi,ni,k −$q−1bi,ni,k − tbi,ni,k + tq−1bi,ni,k)
]
,∀i ∈ I, bi ∈ Bi, k ∈ K, ni ∈ Ni, (35)
which presents a convex constraint. In addition, (8d) is transformed into the following convex
form as
∑
ni∈Ni
(xbi,ni,k log2 tbi,ni,k) ≥ Rvmin, ∀v, k ∈ Kv. For (8f) we have | hHbi,ni,k′wbi,ni,k |2=
‖θk′bi,ni,k‖2 = (θRl,k
′
bi,ni,k
)2 + (θIm,k
′
bi,ni,k
)2, where θRl,k
′
bi,ni,k
= Real(hHbi,ni,k′wbi,ni,k), and θ
Im,k′
bi,ni,k
=
Image(hHbi,ni,k′wbi,ni,k).
Then, we use a linear approximation of ‖θbi,ni,k‖2 as follows:
‖θk′bi,ni,k‖2 ' ‖θq−1,k
′
bi,ni,k
‖2 + 2(θq−1,k′bi,ni,k)T(θk
′
bi,ni,k
− θq−1,k′bi,ni,k). (36)
‖θk2bi,ni,k1‖2‖θk
′
bi,ni,k
‖2 = 1
4
[
(‖θk2bi,ni,k1‖2 + ‖θk
′
bi,ni,k
‖2)2 − (‖θk2bi,ni,k1‖2 − ‖θk
′
bi,ni,k
‖2)2
]
. (37)
By applying (36), (37) is written by
‖θk2bi,ni,k1‖2‖θk
′
bi,ni,k
‖2 =1
4
[
((‖θq−1,k2bi,ni,k1‖2 + 2(θq−1,k2bi,ni,k1)T(θk2bi,ni,k1 − θq−1,k2bi,ni,k1))2 (38)
+ (‖θq−1,k′bi,ni,k‖2 + 2(θq−1,k
′
bi,ni,k
)T(θk
′
bi,ni,k
− θq−1,k′bi,ni,k)))2
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− ((‖θq−1,k2bi,ni,k1‖2 + 2(θq−1,k2bi,ni,k1)T(θk2bi,ni,k1 − θq−1,k2bi,ni,k1))2
− (‖θq−1,k′bi,ni,k‖2 + 2(θq−1,k
′
bi,ni,k
)T(θk
′
bi,ni,k
− θq−1,k′bi,ni,k)))2
]
.
With the same steps applied in (34), (38) is approximated by a convex function.
Consequentially, by applying the described liner approximation a convex form of beamform-
ing problem is achieved. Then, we apply the dual method to solve the convex approximated
problem. The Lagrangian function can thus be written by
L(W, t,$,%,α,β,λ, δ) =
∑
i∈I
∑
bi∈Bi
∑
ni∈Ni
∑
k∈K
xbi,ni,k log2(tbi,ni,k) (39)
−
∑
bi∈Bi
αbi(
∑
ni∈Ni
∑
k∈K
ρbi,ni,k‖wbi,ni,k‖2 − P bimax)
−
∑
v∈V
βv(
∑
i∈I
∑
bi∈Bi
∑
ni∈Ni
∑
k∈Kv
ρbi,ni,k‖wbi,ni,k‖2 − P vmax)
+
∑
i∈I
∑
bi∈Bi
∑
ni∈Ni
∑
k∈Kv
δi,bi,ni,k
( ∑
b′i∈Bi
ρb′i,ni,k(‖θbi,ni,k‖2 + 2(θq−1bi,ni,k)T(θbi,ni,k − θq−1bi,ni,k)
− (1
4
($bi,ni,k + tbi,ni,k)
2 −$bi,ni,k −
1
4
[($q−1bi,ni,k − tq−1bi,ni,k)2
+ 2($q−1bi,ni,k − tq−1bi,ni,k)($bi,ni,k −$q−1bi,ni,k − tbi,ni,k + tq−1bi,ni,k)]) +$bi,ni,k −Rvmin
)
−
∑
i∈I
∑
bi∈Bi
∑
ni∈Ni
∑
k∈K
λbi,ni,k(I
NOMA
bi,ni,k
+ I Interbi,ni,k +N0 −$bi,ni,k)
+
∑
i∈I
∑
bi∈Bi
∑
ni∈Ni
∑
k∈K
∑
k′′∈K
%bi,ni,k,k′′
[
ρbi,ni,kρbi,ni,k′
∑
b′i∈Bi
ρb′i,ni,k′ | hHb′i,ni,k′wb′i,ni,k′ |
2

(
INOMAbi,ni,k + I
Inter
bi,ni,k
+N0
)− ρbi,ni,k
∑
b′i∈Bi
ρb′i,ni,k | hHb′i,ni,kwb′i,ni,k′ |
2
(INOMAbi,ni,k′ + I Interbi,ni,k′ +N0) ],
where α = [αbi ], β = [βv], λ = [λbi,ni,k], % = [%bi,ni,k,k′ ], and δ = [δi,bi,ni,k] are the nonnega-
tive Lagrange multipliers. The dual function is given by maxW,t,$ L(W,%, t,$,α,β,λ, δ).
Finally, calculating the stationary point of Lagrangian function, we have
wbi,ni,k(i) =
∑
b′i∈Bi δi,b
′
i,ni,k
+ Ω%bi,ni,k,k′
2βvhbi,ni,k(i) + Ψ(i)
, (40)
where Ω is a constant value coming from the approximated form of constraint (8f)
Ψ(i) = 2αbihbi,ni,k(i) +
∑
b′i∈Bi/bi
∑
k′∈K/k
(1− ρb′i,ni,k′)2λb′i,ni,k′hb′i,ni,k′(i)+ (41)
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Fig. 6: Overall signaling overhead in terms of Kilo Bytes (KB) for the proposed SD-CRM and SD-SCRM algorithms
versus the number of users for different number of BSs.
∑
b′i∈Bi/bi
∑
k′∈K,k′(b′i)<k(b′i)
ρb′i,ni,k′2λb′i,ni,k′hb′i,ni,k′(i) +
∑
k′∈K/k,k′(bi)<k(bi)
2λb′i,ni,k′hb′i,ni,k′(i).
It should be noted that the Lagrange multipliers are updated by using the sub-gradient
method [51].
• Joint NOS Selection and Subcarrier Allocation: To solve the joint NOS selection and
subcarrier allocation problem, first we relax ρbi,ni,k and xbi,ni,k to have 0 ≤ ρbi,ni,k ≤ 1 and
0 ≤ xbi,ni,k ≤ 1. Then, similar steps as for the beamforming are applied.
In the proposed semi-centralized resource allocation method, the solution steps are presented
in four groups, namely, I) initialization, II) beamforming, III) joint NOS selection and subcar-
rier allocation IV) convergence conditions check, which are described in Alg. 1. By defining
Rstot (W,ρ,X) =
∑
i∈I
∑
bi∈Bi
∑
ni∈Ni
∑
k∈K xbi,ni,krbi,ni,k as the sum-rate in iteration s of Alg.
1, the convergence condition at the SDN controller is |Rstot (W,ρ,X) − Rs−1tot (W,ρ,X) | ≤ ,
where  is a positive small value.
V. SIGNALING OVERHEAD AND OPERATIONAL COMPLEXITY
A. Signaling Overhead
In this subsection, we study the effect of the number of users and BSs on the overall signalling
overhead for the SD-CRM and SD-SCRM algorithms. As discussed in Section II, the SDN
controller selects the SD-CRM algorithm for ultra-dense scenarios while the SD-SCRM algorithm
is selected for both the moderate and high density scenarios. Fig. 6 shows the effect of the number
of users and BSs on the overall signalling overhead for the SD-CRM and SD-SCRM algorithms.
As shown, the signalling overhead of the proposed SD-CRM algorithm is higher than that of the
proposed SD-SCRM approach. Moreover, it can be seen that when the number of users and/or
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Algorithm 1 Semi-centralized resource allocation algorithm
1: Initialize ρ(0), X(0), Υ (small value) and β at BBU, αi, λbi,ni,k,∀ni ∈ Ni, k ∈ K,
%bi,ni,k,k′ , ∀ni ∈ Ni, k, k′ ∈ K and δbi,ni,k,∀ni ∈ Ni, k ∈ K at BS bi, qin = 0 (inner iteration
number) and qout = 0 (outer iteration number) at the SDN controller.
2: while the convergence conditions are satisfied by the SDN controller do
3: Beamforming:
With ρ = ρ(qout) and X = X(qout) the following steps should be done at BS bi:
4: Broadcast
∑
k′∈K/k(1 − ρbi,ni,k′)2λbi,ni,k′hbi,ni,k′(i) +∑
k′∈K,k′(bi)<k(bi) ρbi,ni,k′2λbi,ni,k′hbi,ni,k′(i),∀k ∈ K and δbi,ni,k to other BSs and
BBU
5: Compute wbi,ni,k(qin),∀ni ∈ Ni, k ∈ K,
6: Update αi(qin) and λbi,ni,k(qin), %bi,ni,k,k′(qin), δbi,ni,k(qin), ∀ni ∈ Ni, k ∈ K by using the
subgradiant method,
The following steps should be done at the processing management unit (PMC):
7: Check the convergence conditions at the SDN controller.
8: if the convergence conditions of the Lagrange multipliers are satisfied then
9: Set W(qout + 1) = W and break to subcarrier allocation.
10: else
11: Update β at BBU, broadcast β to BSs
12: Set qin = qin + 1 and go back to Step 4.
13: end if
14: Joint NOS Selection and Subcarrier Allocation:
In each BS with W = W(qout + 1) do the same steps that applied for the beamforming
algorithm.
15: Set qout = qout + 1.
16: end while
17: ρ, X and W are adopted for the considered system
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TABLE II: Quantization of variables
Feedback variable Number of bits
βv , δbi,ni,k 3
hbi,ni,k MT × 6∑
k′∈K/k(1− ρbi,ni,k′)2λbi,ni,k′hbi,ni,k′(i) +
∑
k′∈K,k′(bi)<k(bi) ρbi,ni,k′2λbi,ni,k′hbi,ni,k′(i), ∀bi 3
wbi,ni,k MT × 3
ρbi,ni,k, xbi,ni,k 3
BSs increases, the overall signalling overhead is increased. Table II shows the number of bits
used for the quantization of the variables.
B. Operational Complexity: A Metric for RRM Type Selection
Here, the processing ability of each BS is the maximum amount of operations that each
BS should perform during the solution of an optimization problem. In other words, BSs in a
specific time should perform a specific amount of processing. Optimizing a system via solving
an optimization problem can improve the system performance if the considered optimization
problem can be solved during a specific time. With increasing the network density, the amount
of processing required to solve an optimization problem in each BS increases. Therefore, if it
exceeds the maximum processing ability of BSs, the optimization problem can not be solved
dynamically. By increasing the network density, if the required processing is more than the
processing ability of BSs, the SD-CRM approach should be exploited. The BBU comprises
powerful processors which can solve optimization problems in the required time. Consequently,
in networks with high density if we choose SD-DRM, the system can not work efficiently as
it is not possible to achieve the solution of the resource allocation problem before transmission
time is started. Moreover, when the network density is low, BSs can satisfy the processing
requirement. In this case, if we choose the SD-CRM approach as shown in Subsection V-A,
more signaling overhead is imposed on the network. As an example, Fig. 7 shows the number
of active users in different hours for two days in a week. Accordingly, based on the network
densities in different hours of a day, RAN architecture and its corresponding RRM type should
be dynamically changed. In this evaluation, operational complexity refers to the amount of
operations which should be performed at a BS to solve the proposed optimization problems.
As shown in Fig. 7-Left, for some hours, the density of users and its corresponding traffic
rate increase. This needs more computational resources which causes more pressure at BSs in
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Fig. 7: Left: Total number of active users at different hours in various days for a week. Right: Per-BS operational
complexity at different hours of a day in the proposed SD-SCRM algorithm for 10 iterations of Alg. 1.
the SD-SCRM algorithm. Fig. 7-Right, shows the operational complexity of each BS, which is
defined as operational complexity per BS, versus of the hours of a day and indicates the selected
RRM type in each time which is function of user density. When the density of users is high, the
operational complexity of the proposed SD-SCRM algorithm at each BS is high which could
be out of the BS computational ability. Hence, due to the existing of high power processor
at the cloud, it is better to forward the RRM processing tasks of BSs to the cloud and adopt
the SD-CRM algorithm to guarantee the efficiency of our Smart Soft-RAN from the resource
management perspective (see Fig. (10a)). To this end, we define a complexity threshold where
if the operational complexity at a time exceeds it, the SD-CRM algorithm is selected and when
the complexity of SD-SCRM is lower than this threshold, SD-SCRM is chosen. Figures (8a) and
(8b) depict the achievable and outage region of the traditional and the proposed RRM algorithms,
respectively. In the figures, there are two different thresholds for SD-CRM and SD-SCRM. The
threshold of SD-SCRM is defined as the maximum tolerable operational complexity of each BS
and the threshold for SD-CRM is defined as the maximum tolerable operational complexity of
central processor. From these figures, we can see that the SD-SCRM approach is feasible for a
system with low operational complexity. This follows from the outage event, if the operational
complexity of a BS is higher than its determined maximum value. Moreover, due to the high
signaling overhead of the SD-CRM approach, shown in Fig. 6, it is not appropriate for a system
with low density to exploit the SD-CRM approach. In Fig. (8a), the area shown by the green
color is the achievable region of the SD-SCRM approach, the area shown by the blue color is the
achievable region of the SD-CRM approach, the area shown by the vertical lines is the outage
region of the SD-SCRM scheme, and the area shown by the red color illustrates the outage
region of the SD-SCRM approach. In Fig. (8b), the area shown by the vertical lines depicts the
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Fig. 8: Left: Non-outage region off the traditional approaches. Right: Non-outage region of the proposed approach.
achievable region of the proposed algorithm, and the area shown by the red color illustrates the
outage region of it. From the figures, we can conclude that by exploiting the proposed approach,
total number of users which can be supported by the system is increased by approximately 68%
in contrast to the conventional approach SD-SCRM. Moreover, we can see that the signaling
overhead of the system for number of users belong to the interval [1, 230], as can be seen in
Fig. 6, is decreased by approximately 100% in contrast to the conventional approach SD-CRM.
VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS
This section provides numerical results to evaluate the performance of the proposed solutions
for the downlink of CoMP-NOMA system. We assume two different InPs, each of which consists
of a single MBS and 5 FBSs randomly located in the main area with radius 1000 m. Moreover,
each InP has a frequency bandwidth of 10 MHz. The frequency bandwidth of each subcarrier is
also assumed to be 312.5 KHz. Hence, the total number of subcarriers for each InP is 32. It is also
assumed that there are 20 users spread in the coverage area of the network with 5 antennas each.
The channel power gains are exponentially distributed with mean 0.2. The pathloss exponent
of the considered pathloss model is set to 2. The power spectral density (PSD) of the received
AWGN noise is also set to −174 dBm/Hz. Besides, the considered network is sliced into two
virtual networks, where there are 10 users in each virtual network. In addition, we assume a
minimum required data rate for users assigned to each virtual network. Accordingly, we set
R1min = 2 bps/Hz and R
2
min = 3 bps/Hz, for the first and second virtual networks, respectively.
In addition, we assume a maximum transmit power for each MBS, FBS and slice as 5 watts,
0.5 watts and 4 watts, respectively. We suppose that maximum each subcarrier can be assigned
to at maximum 2 users in each cell, i.e., LT = 2. We compare the performance of the proposed
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SD-CRM and SD-SCRM algorithms in terms of sum data rate of users for different values of
P bimax in Fig. 9-Left. As shown, the sum data rate increases, when the maximum transmit power
of each MBS and/or FBSs are increased. This is because, increasing P bimax, extends the feasible
region of (8b) which means that more transmit powers can be allocated to users. Hence, the
sum data rate of users increases. In Fig. 9-Right, we investigate the effect of the considered
virtualization scheme in our model by evaluating the performance of the proposed algorithms
for different values of P vmax and R
v
min. In doing so, we increase the maximum allowable transmit
power of each MVNO from 2 Watts to 5 Watts for different values of R1min as 2 bps/Hz and
3 bps/Hz and obtain the sum data rate of users in each scenario. As shown, the performance
of the proposed algorithms are improved by increasing P vmax which allows each MVNO to
have more power consumption. Whereas, more R1min shrinks the feasible region of (8d) for all
users assigned to virtual network 1 which causes more reduction in sum data rate of users.
Same conclusion can be derived by increasing R2min for all users of virtual network 2. Fig.
(10a) evaluates the performance of the utilized CoMP technique in our algorithms and also
investigates the performance gain achieved by optimizing the NOS selection in the CoMP-based
schemes. We specifically compare our proposed sub-optimal joint radio resource allocation and
NOS selection algorithms with a heuristic NOS selection algorithm, where each user is assigned
to the NOMA set of a BS based on the following condition: each user selects the nearest FBS
if the distance of the user and the nearest FBS be less than 50 m, otherwise MBS is selected
for that user. To be more specific, we compare the performance of the proposed algorithms
in terms of the sum data rate versus the total number of users for different CoMP-based and
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nonCoMP-based schemes which are indicated by ‘CoMP’ and ‘No CoMP’, respectively1. From
Fig. (10a), it can be seen that utilizing CoMP technique in our model has more gains compared
to the nonCoMP-based scheme. It is seen that the sum data rate of users increases by increasing
the total number of users. Moreover, optimizing the NOS selection in the CoMP scheme by our
proposed SD-CRM and SD-SCRM algorithms increases the sum-rate of users more than the
heuristic approach. This is because, in NOS selection, the NOMA set of each BS is optimized.
Fig. (10b) measures the capability of our proposed SD-CRM and SD-SCRM algorithms to meet
the users QoS requirements based on the outage probability performance metric. The outage
probability is obtained by the number of situations that the minimum required data rate of users
can not be satisfied in the network over the total number of situations. As seen, the CoMP-
based scheme offers better outage performance than the No CoMP scheme, since it increases
the users data rates more than the No CoMP scheme. Besides, the SD-CRM approach has more
performance gain than the SD-SCRM approach. From Fig. (10b), it can derived that the outage
probability grows exponentially when the minimum required rates of users increases, since the
feasible region of constraint (8d) becomes tighten. Moreover, for small values of Rvmin, the outage
probability tends to zero, since the only challenge is satisfying the QoS constraint (8d).
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a new smart soft-RAN architecture for the 5G of cellular wireless networks was
presented in which five important tasks, namely dynamic radio resource management, dynamic
BS type selection, dynamic functionality splitting, dynamic technology selection based on the
network density and traffic of users, and dynamic framing are applied. In this paper, due to the
1In the nonCoMP scheme, each user is assigned to at most one BS in the network.
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space limitation, we only focused on the first task and proposed three resource management
approaches, namely, centralized, semi-centralized and distributed RRM. Based on the proposed
Smart Soft-RAN architecture, as a case study, considering NOMA and CoMP techniques, in a
downlink of HetNet MISO based system, a novel radio resource allocation problem with a novel
CoMP-NOMA model was proposed and to solve it, based on the network density, two solution
algorithms, namely, centralized and semi centralized methods were applied. Finally, the signaling
overhead and throughput analysis of each solution method were presented.
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